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Midterm Exam Review
•

No more than 50 questions – maybe less

•

Problems questions – not multiple guess

•

Open book / open notes

•

Know how to read NEC tables

•

Review all the lectures and handouts

•

–

Electrical Safety

–

Ampacity Calculation

–

Derating factors

–

Voltage Drop Calculation

–

Site Analysis (including work we did for our project)

–

3 phase power

–

Transformers

Sample problems online
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•

Conductor sizes typically used in PV systems range from 20 AWG
to 2/0 AWG. Conductors may be solid or stranded.
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Thermoplastic insulation
High temp 75C
High temp 90C
Nylon Jacket
Moisture resistant
Rubber insulated
Underground use
Underground service entrance
Underground Feeder
Service Entrance
90C and wet

•

Conductors in different parts
of a PV system have
different requirements.
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NEC Article 310.16 and 310.17
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NEC Article 310.15(B)(2)

•

Conductor ampacity must be derated for more than three currentcarrying conductors together in a conduit or cable.
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Cable sizing and over current protection
1.

Circuit current. For circuits carrying DC current from PV modules,
multiply the short circuit current by 125% and use this value for all
further calculations. This is called the CONTINUOUS CURRENT
calculation.

2.

Over current device rating. The over current device must be rated at
125% of the current determined in step 1. This calculation is often
referred to as the 80% OPERATION current.

3.

Cable sizing. Conductors shall have a 30C ampacity of 125% of the
continuous current to ensure proper operation of the connected over
current devices.

4.

Cable derating. Based on the location of the conductor, conductor
size, and temperature rating it may need to be de-rated. The
resulting de-rated ampacity must be greater than value in step 1.
ESS 034
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Cable sizing and over current protection
5.

Ampacity vs over current device. The de-rated ampacity of step 4
must be equal to or greater than the over current device rating
calculated in step 2. If the de-rated ampacity of the cable is less then
the over current device rating that a larger cable must be selected.

6.

Device terminal compatibility. Most over current devices have
terminal ratings of 75C so compatibility must be verified if 90C
insulated cable was selected. The 30C current of the same size
conductor with the 75C insulation must be greater than the current
found in step 2.

7.

If the over current device is mounted in a location that has an
ambient temperature higher than 40C then the rating of the device
must be adjusted per manufacturer’s specifications.
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Cable sizing and over current protection
Example 1:
•

2 PV circuits in conduit (4 conductors)

•

Isc = 40amps

•

Ambient temperature of conductors= 45C

•

Over current device terminal rating = 75C

•

Ambient temperature of over current device = 40C
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Cable sizing and over current protection
1. Continuous current =

40A * 1.25 = 50A

2. Over current device rating =

50A * 1.25 = 62.5A
Fuse = 70A

3. Cable ampacity =

50A * 1.25 = 62.5A
THWN-2, 6AWG

4. Derated ampacity =

75A * .80 * .87 = 52.2A
52.2A > 50.0 so this cable OK

5. Ampacity vs over current rating? No, 52.2A < 70A
Acceptable size, 4AWG
6. Over current device compatibility?

Yes at 75C rating, 85A > 62.5A

7. Over current device adjustment required?

No
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Cable sizing and over current protection
Example 2:
•

Array size: 4 12-volt, 60Watt modules

•

Isc = 3.8A, Voc = 21.1

•

Ambient temperature of conductors= 150F

•

Over current device terminal rating = 140F

•

Ambient temperature of over current device = 96F
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Cable sizing and over current protection
1. Continuous current =

3.8A * 4 * 1.25 = 19A

2. Over current device rating =

19A * 1.25 = 23.75A
Fuse = 30A

3. Cable ampacity =

19A * 1.25 = 23.75A
USE-2, 10AWG

4. Derated ampacity =

55A * .58 = 32A
32A > 19 so OK

5. Ampacity vs over current rating?

32A > 30A
Acceptable size, 10AWG

6. Over current device compatibility? 10AWG USE-2 at 140F = 40A
7. Over current device adjustment required?

No
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Example Problem 3
Consider an array of 33 Sharp NT175U1 modules, three parallel strings of 11. Use the NEC
tables to answer the following questions. (Isc = 5.40A)
1.What is the Continuous Current for each string of the array?
5.4A * 1.25 = 6.75A
2.Each string is connected through an fused combiner box. What is the over current device
rating for each string?
5.4A * 1.25 * 1.25 = 8.44A , go to next higher fuse value – 10Amp
3.What is the required ampacity at 30C for each string?
5.4A * 1.25 * 1.25 = 8.44A
4.We want to use USE02 conductors in these circuits. What is the temperature derating factor
if the expected temperature is 135F? What is the conduit fill derating factor?
Temperature Derate = 0.71
5. Using NEC tables, select a conductor size.

Conduit Derate = 1.0 (USE02 NOT in Conduit)
I chose 14AWG USE-2

6.Derate the conductor you selected based on the derating factors above. What is the derated
amapacity?

35A * 0.71 * 1 = 24.8A

7.Is the derated ampacity greater than the Continous Current ? If yes, move ahead, if no,
repeat steps 5,6,7

Yes

8. Is the derated ampacity greater than the over current protection device rating? If yes, move
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ahead, if no, repeat steps 5,6,7,8.
Yes

Example Problem 3
9.

The combiner box terminals are rated at 75C not 90C. What is the ampacity at 30C of the
combiner box terminals?
The 14AWG USE-2 conductor ampacity at 75C = 30A

10. Are the combiner box terminals acceptable for this application?
Yes
11. The combiner box is outside but not in direct sunlight. The expected temperature is 40C.
Is this acceptable?
Yes, but if temperature is greater than 40C then we need to refer to the
manufacture’s specifications to determine if we can use.
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Example Problem 4
Consider the same array of 33 Sharp NT175U1 modules (Isc = 5.40A) and the circuit between
the combiner box and the inverter disconnect switch
1.What is the Continuous Current for the circuit out of the combiner box?
5.4A * 3 * 1.25 = 20.25A
2.What is the over current device rating for the circuit?
5.4A * 3 * 1.25 * 1.25 = 25.3A , go to next higher fuse value – 30Amp
3.What is the required ampacity at 30C for each string?
5.4A * 3 * 1.25 * 1.25 = 25.3A
4.We want to use THWN-2 conductors in conduit. What is the temperature derating factor if
the expected temperature is 125F? What is the conduit fill derating factor if there are 4 current
carrying conductors in the conduit?
Temperature Derate = 0.76
5. Using NEC tables, select a conductor size.

Conduit Derate = 0.8
I chose 10AWG THWN-2

6.Derate the conductor you selected based on the derating factors above. What is the derated
amapacity?

40A * 0.76 * 0.8 = 24.32A

7.Is the derated ampacity greater than the Continous Current ? If yes, move ahead, if no,
repeat steps 5,6,7

Yes

8. Is the derated ampacity greater than the over current protection device rating? If yes, move
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ahead, if no, repeat steps 5,6,7,8.
No, pick next larger conductor – 8AWG

Example Problem 4
9.

The disconnect switch terminals are rated at 75C not 90C. What is the ampacity at 30C of
the inverter terminals?
The 8AWG THWN-2 conductor ampacity at 75C = 50A

10. Are the terminals acceptable for this application?
Yes
11. The disconnect switch in direct sunlight. The expected temperature is 45C. Is this
acceptable?
No, the temperature is greater than 40C so we need to refer to the
manufacture’s specifications to determine if we can use.
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Cable sizing and over current protection
•

AC circuits. What do we do to calculate the ampacity of conductors
in the AC circuits of our PV system?
Use the rated AC continuous current out of the inverter multiply by 125% to get the
over current device rating and the conductor ampacity at 30C (steps 2 and 3).
Remaining steps are the same.

•

Battery output circuits. What do we do to calculate the ampacity of
conductors in the DC circuits between the batteries and the inverter?
Work backwards from the inverter. Rated AC continuous current out of the
inverter multiply by 125%, divide by inverter efficiency, divide by the DC voltage to
get the over current device rating and conductor ampacity at 30C (steps 2 and 3).
Remaining steps are the same.

•

Battery input circuits. What do we do to calculate the ampacity of
conductors in the DC circuits between the charge controller and the
batteries?
Use the rated DC continuous current out of the charge controller multiply by
125% to get the over current device rating and the conductor ampacity at
30C (steps 2 and 3).
ESS 034
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Example Problem 5
Consider the same system of 33 Sharp NT175U1 modules (Isc = 5.40A). The modules are
connected to a SMA Sunny Boy 6000US with an output continuous current rating of 29A.AC.
1.What is the Continuous Current for the circuit between the inverter and AC disconnect?
29A
2.What is the over current device rating for the circuit?
29A* 1.25 = 36.25A , go to next higher circuit reaker value – 40Amp
3.What is the required ampacity at 30C for each string?
29A * 1.25 = 36.25A
4.We want to use THWN conductors in conduit. What is the temperature derating factor if the
expected temperature is 110F? What is the conduit fill derating factor if there are 3 current
carrying conductors in the conduit?
Temperature Derate = 0.82
5. Using NEC tables, select a conductor size.

Conduit Derate = 1.0
I chose 8AWG THWN

6.Derate the conductor you selected based on the derating factors above. What is the derated
amapacity?

50A * 0.82 * 1.0 = 41A

7.Is the derated ampacity greater than the Continuous Current ? If yes, move ahead, if no,
repeat steps 5,6,7

Yes

8. Is the derated ampacity greater than the over current protection device rating? If yes, move
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ahead, if no, repeat steps 5,6,7,8.
Yes

Example Problem 5
9.

The disconnect switch terminals are rated at 75C not 90C. What is the ampacity at 30C of
the inverter terminals?
The 8AWG THWN conductor ampacity = 50A (same temp rating as conductor)

10. Are the terminals acceptable for this application?
Yes
11. The disconnect switch in direct sunlight. The expected temperature is 45C. Is this
acceptable?
Yes
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Example Problem 6
Let’s assume we have a stand alone system with four 12VDC batteries rated at 90AHr that
are connected in a 2X2 configuration (2 batteries in series in parallel with 2 batteries in series)
and the inverter continuous rating is 3.5kW. The inverter efficiency is 90% and its minimum
operating input voltage is 21.5V
1.What is the Continuous Current for the circuit between the batteries and inverter?
3500W / 0.90 / 21.5V = 180.9A
2.What is the over current device rating for the circuit?
180.9 * 1.25 = 226.1A , next higher circuit breaker size = 250A
3.What is the required ampacity at 30C for the circuit?
180.9A* 1.25 = 226.1A
4.We want to use THWN conductors in free air. What is the temperature derating factor if the
expected temperature is 104F? What is the conduit fill derating factor?
Temperature Derate = 0.88

Conduit Derate = 1.0

5. Using NEC tables, select a conductor size.

I chose 3/0AWG THWN

6.Derate the conductor you selected based on the derating factors above. What is the derated
amapacity?

273A
20

Example Problem 6
7.

Is the derated ampacity greater than the Continuous Current ? If yes, move ahead, if no,
repeat steps 5,6,7
Yes

8.

Is the derated ampacity greater than the over current protection device rating? If yes,
move ahead, if no, repeat steps 5,6,7,8.
Yes

9.

The inverter terminals are rated at 75C not 90C. What is the ampacity at 30C of the
inverter terminals?
310A

10. Are the terminals acceptable for this application?
Yes
11. The inverter is in a shaded area. The expected temperature is 35C. Is this acceptable?
Yes
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Voltage Drop Calculation
•

Voltage drop is NOT an NEC code issue
– It is not a safety issue
– Still important design consideration ($$$$)
– Power = I * V, as V drops, P drops

•

Ohms Law
– V=I*R
– ΔV = I * R where I = amperage in conductor,
R = property of the conductor

•

Conductor resistance
– Decreases as conductor size increases
– Increases as conductor temperature increases
ESS 034
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Voltage Drop Calculation
•

NEC Chapter 9, Table 8 – Conductor properties
– Direct Current Resistance at 75C
– Stranded versus solid conductors
– Copper versus Aluminum
– Size 18 to 4/0
– Area, diameter, and Ohm/kFT / Ohm/km

ESS 034
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Voltage Drop Calculation
•

Resistance as a function of diameter
– How does resistance change if diameter is doubled?

•

Resistance as a function of temperature
– How does resistance change if temp = 150C?
ESS 034
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Voltage Drop Calculation
•

What about Alternating Current Resistance?
– NEC Chapter 9, Table 9
– More complex considerations
– Power factor, and effective impedance
– DC table is fairly accurate for conductors smaller than 2AWG

ESS 034
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Voltage Drop Calculation
•

Calculate resistance in conductors
– What is the resistance in 200ft of 12AWG copper stranded at
30C?
1.98 Ohm/kFT * 200/1000 = 0.396 Ohm
– What is the resistance of 400ft of 10AWG copper stranded at
100C?
1.24 Ohm/kFT * 400/1000 * (1+ 0.00323 * (Temp – 75C)) = 0.536 Ohm

– What is resistance in circuit between junction box and inverter if
distance between them is 300ft and we are using 10AWG
copper stranded at 50C?
1.24 Ohm/kFT * 600/1000 = 0.744 Ohm
ESS 034
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Voltage Drop Calculation
•

What is an acceptable voltage drop?
– No code requirements
– Typically measured as a percentage of the nominal voltage
– 5% or greater bad
– 2% - 3% is considered “good: design practice
– What is the voltage drop in 200ft of 12AWG copper stranded at
30C if amperage is 5A?
5A * 0.396 Ohm = 1.98V
– If circuit voltage is 12V, what is the percent voltage drop?
1.98V / 12V = 16.5%
– If circuit voltage is 48V, what is the percentage drop?
1.98V / 48V = 4.125%
ESS 034
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Voltage Drop Calculation
•

What amperage do we use in PV voltage drop calcs?
– The higher the amperage, the greater the calculated drop
– Rule of thumb:
• Use Peak Power amperage (IMP) for grid-tied PV currents
• Use ISC for battery charging circuits PV circuits
• Use max steady state current of the load
• Use max steady state current for battery to inverter circuits

•

What voltage do we use in PV voltage drop calcs?
– Doesn’t matter if we are trying to measure the actual voltage
loss
• Example calculating voltage drop to make sure on/off set point is not reached

– Use nominal percentage if you are looking for percentage
ESS 034
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Voltage Drop Calculation
Example 7, 8:
•

Determine voltage drop in grid-tied PV source circuit
(12AWG stranded, 200FT, ISC = 5.2A IMP = 4.95, Temp = 40C)
1.98 Ohm/kFT * 200/1000 * 4.95A = 1.96V

•

Determine voltage drop in battery charging circuit
(2AWG, 50FT, ISC = 41.6A IMP = 39.6A, Temp = 120C)

0.194 Ohm/kFT * 50/1000 * 41.6A*(1 + 0.00323*(120C-75C)) = 0.46V
•

Is this acceptable for a 12V system with 2%-3% voltage drop?
No, it is 3.8% drop
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Voltage Drop Calculation
Example 9,10:
•

Determine voltage drop in grid-tied PV source circuit
(10AWG stranded, 375FT, ISC = 5.4A IMP = 4.99, Temp = 40C)
1.24 Ohm/kFT * 375/1000 * 4.99A = 2.32V

•

Determine voltage drop in battery charging circuit
(2/0AWG, 75FT, I = 180A, Temp = 132C)

0.0967 Ohm/kFT * 75/1000 * 180A*(1 + 0.00323*(132C-75C)) = 1.54V
•

Is this acceptable for a 12V system with 2%-3% voltage drop?
No, it is 12.8% drop
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